When my heart was obstinately devoted to the superstitions of popery... God, who took pity on me, conquered my heart and subdued it to docility by a sudden conversion.

JOHN CALVIN

Wherever Calvin set his direction, he pushed ahead. More than most people, he stood on principle and never wavered not because compromise was unintelligible, but because he saw truth so clearly that any compromise was error to him. This is why Melanchthon vexed him so, and why Calvin would not leave their differences alone. This doggedness made Calvin a difficult adversary for his followers.

JOHN DILLENBERGER

In an address on “John Calvin the theologian,” B. B. Warfield affirmed that Calvin’s interest “was most intense in the application to the sinful soul of the salvation wrought out by Christ... Its effect... has been to constitute Calvin pre-eminently the theologian of the Holy Spirit.” Warfield elaborates on the claim in this way:

In the same sense in which we may say that the doctrine of sin and grace dates from Augustine, the doctrine of satisfaction from Anselm, the doctrine of justification by faith from Luther—we must say that the doctrine of the work of the Holy Spirit is a gift from Calvin to the church.

He proceeds to trace Calvin’s outworking of the Spirit’s work in the Institutes, from the inner witness of the Spirit, through regeneration in its widest sense of sinful man’s recovery by God, to the ongoing ministry of the Spirit in the believer. He concludes that “above everything else, it is the sense of the sovereign working of salvation by the almighty power of the Holy Spirit which characterizes all Calvin’s thought of God.”

A GOD-POSSESSED SOUL

Those convictions were expressed at the beginning of the twentieth century and many scholars have since that time sought to find a unifying principle in Calvin’s theology. For Wilhelm Niesel, writing in 1938, “Jesus Christ con-
trols not only the content but also the form of Calvinistic thought. In mid-century several emphasized Calvin's experience and piety as pivotal to an understanding of his teaching. For A. Mitchell Hunter, Calvin was a "God-possessed soul" whose religion was "reflected in his crest—a hand with a burning heart in it, and the words, 'I give Thee all'. Similarly, John T. McNeill regarded Calvin's conversion as "more significant than his literary equipment... It is mainly through a knowledge of his personality and experience of God that we should seek whatever unity is to be discovered in his thinking. 'God subdued my heart to teachableness'. Subsequently, J. I. Packer has drawn attention to the importance of correlating experience with theology in any assessment of Calvin by stating that "Calvinism must be understood as a way of thinking before it can be effectively estimated as a set of beliefs." Ganoczy suggested a triple orientation: "'Glory to God alone, in Christ the Lord alone, through his Word alone: Such a motto would summarize Calvin's three great constructive principles, according to which he conceived his criticisms and programs of reform.

In contrast to this theological framework, Bouwsma proposed philosophical categories of anxiety, composites and complexity, so that Calvinism is "a precarious balance among antithetical and shifting impulses." Still more recent is McGrath's conclusion that "there is no 'hard core,' no 'basic principle' or 'central premise,' no 'essence' of Calvin's religious thought" other than "Jesus Christ himself."

In line with McGrath's emphasis, Packer had earlier expressed approval for Warfield's testimony, with the qualification that "it be read Christocentrically (in terms, that is, of the fact that the Holy Spirit is Christ's Spirit, sent by him to bear witness of him and unite men to him)." Such a statement implies a comprehensive, all-embracing and life-engaging understanding of the Holy Spirit's person and work. For this reason, the conclusion of Gwyn Walters' study is highly significant: "His doctrine of the Holy Spirit integrates his entire theology."

Warfield's convictions, and those who have followed him, may be vindicated by a consideration of three aspects of Calvin's life and work. First, his own experience of God's grace taught him the priority of the Spirit's ministry. Second, in his interaction with contemporary theologians and movements he gave prominence to the Holy Spirit. Third, throughout his labors as reformer and pastor he comprehensively acknowledged the agency of the Holy Spirit. This is merely to say that Calvin was pre-eminently a theologian of the Holy Spirit because of the incandescence of his personal piety, the manner in which he advanced the frontiers of pneumatology, and on account of the sheer consistency of his teaching.

**SUDDEN CONVERSION TO A TEACHABLE FRAME**

One of the most moving passages in all of Calvin's writings is that in the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms where he refers to his own conversion.

To the study of law... I endeavored faithfully to apply myself... but God, by the secret guidance of his providence, at length gave a different direction to my course. And first, since I was too obstinately devoted to the superstitions of Popery to be easily extricated from so profound an abyss of mire, God by a sudden conversion subdued and brought my mind to a teachable frame... Having thus received some taste and knowledge of true godliness, I was immediately inflamed with so intense a desire to make progress therein, that although I did not altogether leave off other studies, I yet pursued them with less ardor.

Some words here are indicative of powerful influences: "abyss," "sudden," "inflamed."
EXTRICATED FROM AN ABYSS

"Abyss," and a related idea, "labyrinth," are frequently used by Calvin to convey man's lostness, alienation and incurable defection from God. So he speaks of "the labyrinth of ignorance and the abyss of darkness" which engulfs all who are without Christ. Again, "the whole life of man, until he is converted to Christ, is a ruinous labyrinth of wanderings," and "this world is like a labyrinth, in which no end of evils appears." "Man's mind is like a labyrinth," as is "the splendor of the divine countenance . . . unless we are conducted into it by the thread of the Word." In another place, Calvin says that "if we are to conform as precisely as we can to Christianity, we must follow as closely as possible the footprints of the Word."]

However, although fallen man has the "thread" and "footprints" of the Word of God, the Holy Spirit alone can make it personal, relevant, and operative for each individual.

The Word of God is not received by faith if it flits about in the top of the brain, but when it takes root in the depth of the heart, that it may be an invincible defense to withstand and drive off all the stratagems of temptation. But if it is true that the mind's real understanding is illumination by the Spirit of God, then in such confirmation of the heart his power is much more clearly manifested, to the extent that the heart's distrust is greater than the mind's blindness. It is harder for the heart to be furnished with assurance than for the mind to be endowed with thought. The Spirit accordingly serves as a seal, to seal up in our hearts those very promises the certainty of which it has previously impressed upon our minds; and takes the place of a guarantee to confirm and establish them.

In brief, therefore, "without the illumination of the Holy Spirit, the Word can do nothing," and "we cannot come to Christ unless we be drawn by the Spirit of God."

A SECRET, SOVEREIGN AND SUSTAINED WORK

"Sudden" implies an unpremeditated, irresistible constraint for change that is both mysterious and powerful. Calvin's favorite word for the nature of this divine initiative and action is "secret." The entire section in the Institutes that deals with the Holy Spirit's application of redemption begins with "the things spoken concerning Christ profit us by the secret working of the Spirit." Hence: "since we see that not all indiscriminately embrace that communion with Christ which is offered through the gospel, reason teaches us to climb higher and to examine into the secret energy of the Spirit, by which we come to enjoy Christ and all his benefits." And, "in order that the shedding of his sacred blood may not be nullified, our souls are cleansed by the secret watering of the Spirit." Truly, "faith proceeds only from the secret revelation of the Spirit." This necessary operation of the Holy Spirit is inward, hidden, and efficacious. Thus Calvin can speak of "the secret instinct of the Spirit," and the "secret and incomprehensible agency of the Holy Spirit," and that "it is only through God's mercy that we can be united to the Lord Jesus Christ, through the hidden power of the Holy Spirit." The all-embracing nature of this secret ministry of the Holy Spirit was already taught in Old Testament times: "the tabernacle was sprinkled with oil, that the Israelites might learn that all the exercises of piety profited nothing without the secret operation of the Spirit." From beginning to end, the application of the redemption wrought by Christ is the prerogative of the Holy Spirit. In this his work is sovereign and sustained as well as secret: "all the elect feel in themselves the consent of the external word, and of the secret power of the Spirit." "Calvin," says François Wendel, "never tires of repeating that 'the Holy Spirit is the bond, as it were, by which the Son of God unites us to him effectually.'"
SUBMISSION, HUMILITY AND LOVE

The third word of significance in Calvin's rare reference to his conversion is "inflamed," conveying a passion and zeal akin to that of John the Baptist, whom Christ called "a burning and shining lamp" (John 5:35). All too often, Calvin is portrayed as a cold dogmatician, strenuously divorced from humanness, whose spirituality was entirely objective and unfeeling. Peter Wernle in 1919 considered him to be kein Geistesmensch "no man of the Spirit." And Geoffrey F. Nuttall's estimate was similar, stating that "for Calvin the Holy Spirit is a necessity of thought rather than something known in experience." Nuttall's statement must be taken in the context of the Puritan radicals that figure prominently in his study, and subsequent assessments of Calvin have redressed the balance. Studies of Calvin's letters by Jean-Daniel Benoit, and of his humanness by Richard Stauffer paint the picture of a man of compassion, of spiritual experience which he shared with fellow believers, and of wisdom that related biblical truth to everyday life, family, social and pastoral. Walters says of Calvin's references to the Holy Spirit in his letters, that "by far the majority . . . have to do with the Spirit's willingness and ability to guide. Hence, time and again, in a variety of ways he expresses his desire for his readers that the Spirit may conduct, lead, guide, direct, govern, rule and guard them." Anyone familiar with Calvin's life, and, it can be added, his prayers, will immediately detect in this statement an echo of his chief aim. It is inconceivable that he would urge on others and for others something to which he was himself a stranger. On the contrary, in William Farel's "imprecation" upon him if he would not stay in Geneva in 1536, and two years later in Martin Bucer's "similar kind of remonstrance" that he should come to work in Strasbourg, Calvin recognized the governing authority of the Holy Spirit. In him the grace of self-denial was in daily exercise: "we are not conformed to the fear of God and do not learn the rudiments of piety, unless we are violently slain by the sword of the Spirit and brought to nought." And again, "how fitting it is that we should live and die humbly."

So much of humility; what of love?

The love of Christ is held out to us as the subject which ought to occupy our daily and nightly meditations, and in which we ought to be wholly plunged. He who is in possession of this alone has enough. Beyond it there is nothing solid, nothing useful—nothing, in short that is proper or sound. Though you survey the heaven and earth and sea, you will never go beyond this without overstepping the lawful boundary of wisdom.

For Calvin, Christ's love was not only a matter of knowledge imparted by Scripture to the brain, but an experience enriched by meditation. Furthermore, its enjoyment is wholesomely beneficial:

This knowledge of divine love towards us is instilled into our hearts by the Spirit of God. . . . And the word diffused, is very emphatic; for it means that the revelation of divine love towards us is so abounding that it fills our hearts; and being thus spread through every part of them, it not only mitigates sorrow in adversities, but also, like a sweet seasoning, it renders tribulations to be loved by us.

When urged to return to Geneva in 1541, the scene of former conflicts and expulsion, Calvin wrote to William Farel, "Had I the choice at my own disposal, nothing would be less agreeable to me than to follow your advice. But when I remember that I am not my own, I offer up my heart, presented as a sacrifice to the Lord. . . . I submit my will and affections, subdued and held fast, to the obedi-
ence of God." Commenting on John 4:23, Calvin brings the believer’s entire experience of God under one all-embracing attitude, that of worship "in the spirit, because it is nothing else than that inward faith of the heart which produces prayer, and, next, purity of conscience and self-denial, that we may be dedicated to obedience to God as holy sacrifices." Calvin’s theology was not only matter for the brain, it stirred the heart and put iron into the soul. Only such a man could bring about in Geneva what Gillian Lewis refers to as "the transformation of an entire community by the Holy Spirit operating through the Word."

REFORMED PNEUMATOLOGY

If Calvin conveys the impression of one who was constantly aware of the sovereign and determinative influences of the Holy Spirit, what of his contemporaries in reform? None of them, and not even Calvin himself, produced a systematic work on the Holy Spirit. That was to come later, notably from the pen of John Owen in the Puritan era, and subsequently in the writings of such men as James Buchanan, Octavius Winslow, George Smeaton, and Abraham Kuyper. One of the prominent features of the Protestant Reformation was its insistence and reliance on the work of the Holy Spirit. For the humanists, Desiderius Erasmus among them, this was a doctrine too far. Writing to Farel "in a letter full of invective," Erasmus scornfully reproached the reform party with these words: "The French refugees have these five words continually on their lips: Gospel, Word of God, Faith, Christ, Holy Spirit."

MARTIN LUTHER

Martin Luther, for his part, began his answer to Erasmus’s work on free-will with a dogmatic broadside that allowed no compromise:

You do not think it matters a scrap what anyone believes anywhere, so long as the world is at peace. . . . Leave us free to make assertions, and to find in assertions our satisfaction and delight. . . . The Holy Spirit is no skeptic, and the things he has written in our hearts are not doubts or opinions, but assertions—surer and more certain than sense and life itself.

In his *Larger Catechism*, Luther’s statement of belief in the Holy Spirit is comprehensive, and embraces the public means of grace as well as personal experience:

Neither you nor I could ever know anything of Christ, or believe on him, and obtain him for our Lord, unless it were offered to us by and granted to our hearts by the Holy Ghost through the preaching of the gospel. . . . Where Christ is not preached, there is no Holy Ghost who creates, calls, and gathers the Christian church, without which no one can come to Christ the Lord.

In his study of Luther’s influence on Calvin, Ganoczy maintained that it was "profound," and "more than any other evangelical theologian." As for Calvin’s statement of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, Packer maintained that "Luther had at least adumbrated all the main points . . . but it was Calvin who welded Luther’s insights into a whole and clarified their polemical thrust against the many-sided Roman claim that the church is the object and ground of faith—a claim which, at each point where it emerged, offered, as Calvin said, 'great insult to the Holy Ghost.'

MARTIN BUCER

There are clear parallels between Calvin and Martin Bucer in their treatment of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. W. P. Stephens detected in Bucer’s theology a threefold orientation: “The accent on sanctification in Bucer’s theology
is related not only to his doctrine of predestination, but also to his doctrine of the Holy Spirit. With little modification, reading “regeneration” (in its widest sense as used by Calvin) for “sanctification” the same could be said of the latter. Take, as one example among many, the following extracts from their respective catechisms. The first is from Bucer’s Catechism of 1534, the second, from Calvin’s first Catechism, published in French in 1537 and in Latin the following year:

What is the chief work of the Holy Spirit in you? That he assures me absolutely of the promises of a gracious God, so that from the heart and with a truly childlike confidence I can recognize and call on God as my Father through our Lord Jesus Christ and can say “Abba, dear Father.” Therefore Saint Paul calls him the seal of the elect, with whom God seals them and marks them for eternal life.

Faith is the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit by which our minds are illumined and our hearts confirmed in a sure persuasion within, which establishes that God’s truth is so sure that he cannot but supply what he has promised he will do by his Holy Word. On this account it is also called a pledge which establishes in our hearts the assurance of divine truth, and a seal whereby our hearts will be sealed unto the day of the Lord. For he it is who testifies to our spirit that God is Father to us, and we in turn are his children.

With the advantage of publishing a fullscale, organized theology in his Institutes, Calvin is at once more surefooted, more comprehensively consistent than Bucer. He has the advantage not only of ability, but also of opportunity, to hold things together as a whole, and to work out the implications, relationships and tensions of the various parts. Hence, one of the leading points peculiar to Calvin’s teaching, according to Wendel, was “the development he gave to the doctrine of the Holy Spirit and his action.”

It is important to set Calvin in his context, especially with regard to the claims of the Papacy, a task addressed by Edwin H. Palmer in this way:

It was the church of the Reformation that gave great impetus to the study of the Spirit. The Reformers, in opposition to Rome’s theories, stressed that not the church was necessary for a correct interpretation of the Bible, but rather the Holy Spirit illuminating man’s mind. Likewise, in opposing Rome’s teaching that the priest was essential in applying to man the unbloody sacrifice of Christ in the Mass, Luther and Calvin set forth the necessity of the Holy Spirit in applying the sacrifice of Christ in our lives. But it was chiefly Calvin’s rediscovery of the biblical doctrine of sovereign grace that demanded a heavy emphasis on the Holy Spirit. For Calvin stressed the total depravity of man and unconditional election. This meant, naturally, that if God were to implement his sovereign election, then the Holy Spirit must work powerfully in the lives of the elect.

In this respect, Calvin not was not only the dogmati-cian but also the apologist of the Reformed faith. In no area was his contribution more trail-blazing and convincing than in his insistence on, and presentation of, the work of the Holy Spirit.

The Scriptures obtain full authority among believers only when men regard them as having sprung from heaven, as if
there the living words of God were heard. . . . The testimony of the Spirit is more excellent than all reason. For as God alone is a fit witness of himself in his Word, so also the Word will not find acceptance in men's hearts before it is sealed by the inward testimony of the Spirit. . . . Those whom the Holy Spirit has inwardly taught truly rest upon Scripture, and that Scripture indeed is self-authenticated. . . . Let us, then, know that the only true faith is that which the Spirit of God seals in our hearts.45

It is important to understand Calvin here as referring to the work of the Spirit in the application of the redemption wrought by Christ. It is in this sense that Willem Balke's statement is to be understood, that "the inseparability of the Word and Spirit was one of Calvin's cardinal teachings."46

WORD AND SPIRIT

Saving knowledge of God is a matter of illumination and regeneration, the Spirit creating both spiritual understanding of the truth revealed in God's Word and receptivity to Christ, to whom that Word testifies. Furthermore, as Warfield observes, "from beginning to end, Calvin conceived the confidence of the Christian in Scripture, wrought by the Holy Spirit, as one of the exercises of saving faith."47 Along with faith in Christ's person and work as the ground of our salvation, the Holy Spirit imparts faith in Christ's office as teacher and also in his teaching regarding Scripture as true. For Calvin, to introduce a dichotomy between the Word and the Spirit, or between the Word and Christ, was theological and spiritual suicide, as his comment on John 14:26 demonstrates:

The Spirit . . . will not be a builder of new revelations. By this single word we may refute all the inventions which Satan has brought into the church from the beginning, under the pretense of the Spirit. Mahomet and Pope agree in holding this as a principle of their religion, that Scripture does not contain a perfection of doctrine, but that something loftier has been revealed by the Spirit. From the same point the Anabaptists and Libertines, in our own time, have drawn their absurd notions. But the Spirit that introduces any doctrine or invention apart from the gospel is a deceiving spirit, and not the Spirit of Christ.48

This point needs to be elaborated today in the face of various claims to extra-biblical revelations.

GIFTS AND GRACES OF THE SPIRIT

Calvin starts with the premise that now "daily oracles are not sent from heaven, for it pleased the Lord to hallow his truth to everlasting remembrance in the Scriptures alone."49 Prophecies in New Testament times were "meant to beautify the first beginnings of the gospel," and by taking them away, God testified "that the end and perfection was present in Christ."50 At the first preaching of the gospel to non-Jews by Peter in the house of Cornelius, the gifts of the Spirit in evidence then "differ indeed from the grace of regeneration," and were a "visible sign" to represent to us "what an effectual instrument of God's power the preaching of the gospel is." But it is the Spirit's power attending the preaching and imparting enlightenment and regeneration that remains: "The gift of the tongues, and other such like things, are ceased long ago in the church . . . that he may keep us in reverence of the word."51 While such miracles were meant by Christ "to set forth the beginning of his kingdom," the Spirit's lasting ministry remains inward, spiritual and sanctifying. Hence, we do not receive the Spirit that we may speak with tongues, that we may be prophets, that we may cure the sick, that we may work miracles; it is
given for a better use, that we may believe with the heart unto righteousness, that our tongues may be framed unto true confession (Romans 10:10), that we may pass from death to life, (John 5:24), that we, which are poor and empty, may be made rich, that we may withstand Satan and the world stoutly.52

Calvin emphasized objective truth rather than subjective experience, insisted that the Spirit draws attention to Christ, rather than to himself, and that maturity in the Christian life lies in the graces rather than in the gifts of the Spirit. These are salutary lessons for a Post-modernist world where absolute verities and standards are dismissed and purity of life is discounted in favor of self-indulgent pleasure.

UNION WITH CHRIST
This emphasis on the truth by Calvin, however, is not an end in itself. Negatively, "without the illumination of the Holy Spirit, the Word can do nothing"; positively, "Christ, when he illumines us into faith by the power of his Spirit, at the same time so engrais us into his body that we become partakers of every good."53 Such union with Christ is spiritual rather than mystical, practical rather than speculative, and dynamic rather than static. It issues in assurance of salvation, confidence in prayer, godly fear in attitude, and boldness in witness.

Should any object that many who have once received the word afterwards fall away, I answer that the Spirit alone is to every one a faithful and sure witness of his election, upon which perseverance depends. This, however, did not stand in the way of Paul’s being persuaded, in the judgment of charity, that the calling of the Corinthians would prove firm and immoveable, as being persons in whom he saw the tokens of God’s fatherly benevolence. . . . Every one of us, too, from the time of his being illuminated (Hebrews 10:32) by the Spirit of God in the knowledge of Christ, ought to conclude with certainty from this that he has been adopted by the Lord to an inheritance of eternal life. For effectual calling ought to be to believers an evidence of divine adoption; yet in the meantime we must all walk with fear and trembling (Philippians 2:12).54

The Spirit not only initiates the work of grace, he also sustains it until it is crowned with glory. "No one in this earthly prison of the body has sufficient strength to press on with due eagerness, and weakness so weighs down the greater number that, with wavering and limping and even creeping along the ground, they move at a feeble rate. . . . And let us not despair at the slightness of our success; for even though attainment may not correspond to desire, when today outstrips yesterday the effort is not lost."55

THE MEANS OF GRACE
In the believer’s pursuit of progress and glory, the Holy Spirit’s ministry makes effective the means of grace in a powerful, but also sovereign manner. Here Calvin lays down a general principle: "As preaching is the instrument of faith, so the Holy Spirit makes preaching efficacious."56 But he qualifies it in this way: "The Lord assigns this office to the word. . . . He also imparts power to it, that it may not be spoken in vain, but may inwardly move our hearts, not always indeed or indiscriminately, but where it pleases God by the secret power of his Spirit to work in this manner."57

The same secret, sovereign operation of the Spirit alone can make the Sacraments minister grace to the child of God:

With regard to the Sacraments in general, we neither bind up the grace of God with them, nor transfer to them the work or
power of the Holy Spirit, nor constitute them the ground of the assurance of salvation. We expressly declare that it is God alone, who acts by means of the Sacraments; and we maintain that their whole efficacy is due to the Holy Spirit, and testify that this action appears only in the elect.58

The Papacy, Calvin maintained, “instead of the Holy Ghost” had “erected man’s free will,” so that “without all question . . . the true Christ is banished” from that institution.59 The effectual calling of the elect, saving faith, growth in grace by means of Word and Sacrament, all these are mediated, not by sacerdotal priests operating in partnership with receptive subjects, but by the Holy Spirit according to God’s sovereign purpose.

PRAYER AND REVIVAL

God’s Spirit is the great life-giver, invigorating the soul in prayer and the church in revival. “God gives us the Spirit as our teacher in prayer, to tell us what is right and temper our emotions. . . . Loathing our inertia and dullness, we should seek such aid of the Spirit.”60 What is true in that personal way is true also for God’s church in a time of declension:

The restoration of the church proceeds solely from the grace of God, who can remove its barrenness as soon as he has imparted strength from heaven; for he who created all things out of nothing, as if they had formerly existed, is able to renew it in a moment. . . . We are renewed as soon as the Lord has sent down the Spirit from heaven, that we who were “wilderness” may be cultivated and fertile fields. Ere the Spirit of God has breathed into us, we are justly compared to wildernesses or dry soil; for we produce nothing but “thorns and briers,” and are by nature unfit for yielding fruits. Accordingly, they who were barren and unfruitful, when they have been renewed by the Spirit of God, begin to yield plentiful fruits. . . . Whenever, therefore, the church is afflicted, and when her condition appears to be desperate, let us raise our eyes to heaven, and depend fully on these promises.61

For Calvin, the guarantor of prosperity for Christ’s kingdom within the believer as well as for his kingdom in the world, was the Holy Spirit alone. In this way the church, reformed and always reforming, will continue to the end of time.

CONCLUSION: CHRIST LIVING AND REIGNING WITHIN

To be, as Calvin was, a theologian of the Holy Spirit, is nothing less than to bid “reason give way to, submit and subject itself to, the Holy Spirit so that the man himself may no longer live but hear Christ living and reigning within him.” Such individuals confess, with him,

We are not our own: let not our reason nor our will, therefore, sway our plans and deeds. We are not our own: let us therefore set it as our goal to seek what is expedient for us according to the flesh. We are not our own: in so far as we can, let us therefore forget ourselves and all that is ours. Conversely, we are God’s: let us therefore live for him and die for him. We are God’s: let his wisdom and will therefore rule all our actions. We are God’s: let all the parts of our life accordingly strive toward him as our only goal.62

Soli Deo Gloria!
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In his preaching and biblical expositions, Calvin dealt with a number of excesses that corrupt culture and society. These range from gluttony, sexual vice, intemperate wine-drinking, and riches to civil litigations and war. In the face of all these, Calvin urged moderation as "the chief virtue of believers."
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